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Our Discoveries Over 28 Years
Ogden R. Lindsley

Bruce Schroeder received many requests for
Ogden Lindsley to repeat his review of
landmark, discovery-producing Charts
similar to his presentations at the 3rd
International Conference in 1983 at
Orlando, and at the 9th Conference and
twenty-fifth anniversary in 1990 at Boston.
(In the interest of historical accuracy, if we
counted the 1977, 1978, and 1979
Kalispell, Montana conferences, these
would be the 6th and the 12th Precision
Teaching Conferences.)
The plan for the 1983 Orlando presentation
was to dust off some original land-mark
transparencies to show many newer
Precision Teachers what the Charts looked
like that had produced major discoveries.
Sharing with them their ancestral Chart roots
has always been a priority to keep the largely
oral history alive.
The plan for the 1990 Boston twenty-fifth
anniversary was to summarize the Chart
database more accurately and estimate the
induction ratio (i.e., how many Charts were
collected divided by how many produced
discoveries). I surveyed eighteen 12 inch
wide, 9 112 inches deep and 10 inches high
boxes of transparencies in manila folders to
locate land-mark, discovery producing

Charts. I estimated from sample counts that
there were a total of 11,900 transparencies in
the boxes. I selected 30 folder topics,
including a total of 123 transparencies, as
having produced discoveries. This was an
induction ratio of 11,!lo0 total transparencies
divided by 123 discovery-producing or 97 to
1.
The plan for 1990 in Boston was to also
show participants (at the end of the
conference when they should be familiar
with the Standard Celeration Chart) how
standards permit them to rapidly assimilate a
huge amount of data at a very high rate. That
is why 123 transparencies were presented in
45 minutes--a frequency of about 3 per
minute! That proved overwhelming for
many participants used to more leisurely
Chart perusal. Several criticisms of the high
pace were received. Most of the criticisms
were from people not familiar with the Chart
who had come in merely to hear Ogden
Lindsley speak.
The accompanying table lists the number of
transparencies in each folder, the 30
discovery folder topics, the year of
collection, the discovery result, what part of
"MUSIC" it supports, whether it was a
disproof or not, the name of the Chart sharer,

and the state in which the Chart was collected
for the transparencies presented in 1990 at
Boston. To assist Precision Teachers in
remembering basic tenants of the technology,
as well as in discriminating them from typical
educational practice, I coined the acronym,
"MUSIC." *

The 1993 Salt Lake review was a
compromise between the 1983 Orlando and
1990 Boston presentations with only 1 or 2
transparencies from each folder presented.
However, the pace was still fast, fast, fast!
For, without fluency, we are all lost anyway.
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